
A Bunch 921 

Chapter 921 Seer’s exploration… 

“You said… someone brought this ship back to life?” 

Seer looked at the docked warship from the port on the east coast of the new territories and frowned 

under his helmet. 

This ship was the latest technology under the Ice Crown Force. It was made through the cooperation of 

three developers. It was a pure hand-made alchemy product that relied on the strong talent of the 

developer. Seer had come to observe it before. 

Although the technology was not high, the overall structure of the alchemy array was very strict. This 

was also related to the solid foundation of Sugar Bean and the others under the ice crown faction. It 

would not be easy to break through such a strict alchemy array structure and turn it into a biological 

one, at least, Seer could only think of two ways. One was to familiarize himself with the alchemy 

structure of the ship and transform its essence through careful writing. The second was to forcefully 

crush it with laws. 

However, Seer did not see any traces of the law. As a god, he was very sensitive to the law. If it was not 

the law, then there was only one technique in the world that could instantly change the alchemy 

structure to achieve inorganic reincarnation. 

 

That was the activation technique that the top-notch biological liches in the Northern Star area had 

mastered! 

When he thought of this, Seer did not feel good. This was because the Milky Way was located in the 

Northern Star Area… “…”. He wouldn’t be so unlucky to be targeted by a top-notch lich, right? 

“Lord?”Rain Girl Wu Gua looked at the Silent Xi Ye and frowned. “What do you think it is?” 

Xi Ye was silent for a while. He really wanted to say that he didn’t want to guess… … 

If it really was a top-notch lich, to be honest, with his current insignificant power, the other party could 

turn it into ashes with a flick of his finger! 

Liches who had mastered the activation technique were all level 16 and above bosses. If they were 

ruthless, they could directly activate the entire planet. They were extremely terrifying existences. 

However, at this moment, he could not appear to lose his confidence when faced with the questions of 

his subordinates. Therefore, he tried his best to speak in a calm voice, “You said that in the end, you 

changed back to the structure and dealt with that mysterious figure?” 

“I guess it can only be considered as a repulse…”rainy girl, Wu Gua, shook her head and said, “I always 

feel that people who can do that kind of thing will not die so easily.” 

“That’s true…”seer slowly walked to the place rainy girl, Wu Gua, had mentioned, he walked on the 

surface of the sea as if he was walking on flat ground. He slowly reached out his hand to the surface of 



the sea, and a ripple that could be seen with the naked eye spread out. Then, something surprising 

happened. The entire surface of the sea became transparent, and everything on the bottom of the sea 

could be seen with the naked eye, meanwhile, rainy girl, Wu Gua, saw that the molecular structure of 

the entire surface of the sea was revealed. 

She could not help but be curious. What kind of ability was this? 

Seer closed her eyes and quietly sensed the surrounding laws. She carefully sensed for a long time, but 

still could not find anything. There was no loss here, and indeed, no one had used the laws. If they had, 

it had only been a few days, there would definitely be a natural law missing. 

Could it really be a lich? 

It shouldn’t be… 

In the distance, on the northern plains, an ugly troll could clearly see seer’s movements through a light 

blue droplet of water. 

Alice, who was behind her, looked at Seer, who did not notice anything in the droplet, and frowned. 

“Are you sure that this guy killed that person?”The troll’s face was full of confusion. No matter how he 

looked at it, it was just a level-six god… … 

“I’m not sure…”Alice smiled. “You know how cunning that guy is. Maybe he’s playing us on Purpose?” 

“Playing you natives?”The troll sneered and shook his head. 

Alice looked at him faintly. “Maybe you can try it yourself…” 

The troll’s eyes narrowed. He looked at Alice meaningfully and smiled. “Then forget it. There’s no need 

to take such a risk, is there?” 

“After the battle in Iceland, my Lord has become much more cautious…”Alice laughed. 

The troll’s expression turned cold. “I admire you very much, but that’s not a reason for you to be so 

impudent…” 

Alice smiled and did not say anything else. 

“Go back. Don’t be suspected by that cute little flower spirit of yours. Things like flower spirits are 

sometimes very sensitive…” 

Alice: “Is that so…” 

——– — 

“WUUUU… Alice, why did you come back so late!”Alice saw a lump of fat pouncing on her as soon as she 

returned to the tribe. 

Alice subconsciously reached out to hug him. The fat lump felt exceptionally good in her hands, and with 

the unique fragrance of flower spirits, Alice’s expression instantly softened, however, she said coldly, 

“Don’t throw yourself at others. Don’t you know how Deep Your Heart Is?” 



“You’re so annoying!”Little cabbage foolishly twisted his slightly fatter body and said, “This chief is 

growing. Don’t Mock Me!” 

After saying that, he hugged Alice and said, “Don’t run around in the future. There are a lot of things to 

do in the base. Once you left, those guys couldn’t find anyone and left the documents with me. SOB, 

sob, sob, SOB, how could I understand those things…”. “…”. “…” 

Hearing that, Alice rolled her eyes. She knew that this guy didn’t think of her when he was eating and 

drinking. He always knew that he was in a hurry to find her when he needed to do something. 

“If I leave one day, I’ll see what you’ll do…”Alice couldn’t help but knock on little cabbage’s forehead. 

“How can that be?”Little cabbage immediately said righteously, “Is there a better boss in the world than 

this chief?” 

Alice said, “As long as you’re happy…” 

“Hurry up, carry me back, and then take all the documents in my tent away…” 

Alice said, “Okay…” 

“Finish the work as soon as possible. I’ll wait for you to eat supper together, and I’ll take you to eat the 

new fish balls from Goudan’s house as a reward. How about it? I’ll treat you well, okay?” 

When Alice heard this, she gently cleared the weeds from the head of the cabbage and said softly, 

“Okay…” 

———- 

On the other side, after seer found out that there were no results in the East China Sea port, she 

returned to the general base position with rainy girl and no melon. After the Huaxia City Lord was 

established, Seer built a new general base on Europa, one is to stay away from the city lords and remain 

mysterious, and two is to deploy the Energy Star program behind. 

“Is this what your friend predicted?”Seer frowned as he looked at the video. 

“Yes…”Rainmaiden wugua nodded immediately. “What could the lord possibly see?” 

“HMM… about that…”seer frowned as he looked at the orange-yellow pupil that illuminated the sky in 

the video. 

In most prophecies, the clearer the object, the higher the authenticity of the prophecy. Rainmaiden 

Wugua’s friend was only a level-1 elf and had never even been to the new world, however, she was able 

to create such a detailed scene of the plains in the north of the New World. It could be seen that her 

talent as a prophet was very high, which also meant that the accuracy of her prophecy was not low. 

“This is a bit troublesome…”seer habitually knocked on the table with her finger, her eyes solemn. 

Judging from the prophecy, it should be a drifting creature. Judging from the cold light in its eyes, it was 

highly likely to be a vicious creature! 



Not only was it a lich, it was also an undead Lord, and now it was prophesying a drifting creature. 

Couldn’t this newly connected world give him some peace? 

Chapter 922 : the threat from Rennes approaches (part two) 

The Diablo Galaxy was named after the Lord of Bolton’s galaxy. It was named after a demon lord sealed 

in the seventh level of space, one of the five supreme demons known for its fear. 

Unlike the Majestic Diablo Galaxy where Wine God was located, which was connected by large machines 

everywhere, the Diablo galaxy was filled with a dark hue. Most of the stars were surrounded by a ball of 

black mucus, it was not clear what was wriggling on it, or perhaps the stars themselves were wriggling. 

Then, there were the stars that had the characteristics of life. These stars were covered in a layer of red 

flesh. If one got closer, they would find that these stars were more like hearts, breathing rhythmically, 

from the appearance, it gave people a very strange feeling. 

When Rennes first came, he was also very uncomfortable, but he gradually got used to it. Although this 

kind of planet biological method would make people a little uneasy, it was actually better for the entire 

planet itself, it could regularly remove the waste in the body through the biological system, making the 

internal environment extremely pleasant. 

After walking into the main planet, it was a different scene. The Sky was bright, the birds were singing, 

and the flowers were fragrant. The entire planet was filled with a vibrant beauty. 

 

However, beneath this vitality, there was a strange cruelty. Beneath this beautiful land, countless 

powerful lifeforms were trapped beneath the planet. They sucked on bodily fluids every day, wailing in 

pain, they fed the planet’s growth and suffered at the same time. 

Therefore, if people with slightly higher spiritual power listened carefully, they would discover that 

beneath every beautiful land, there were countless lifeforms that were suffering. 

However, Rennes had long since gotten used to all of this. The creatures trapped underground were all 

life forms that were not under the protection of the federation, which meant that they were powerful 

indigenous life forms, of course, there were actually a few high-level life forms within the federation in 

secret. However, without evidence, no one would come looking for trouble. 

After Rennes entered the main star, he used his authority to teleport all the way to the inner ring of the 

main star. The inner city of the main star was located in an incomparably beautiful palace. The palace 

was crystal clear and had a magnificent beauty of life. Walking on the road, he could even feel a faint 

dragon pressure… … 

Yes, Lord Bolton’s main palace was made of dragon bones. It was said that when he was attacking a high 

magic planet, he was stopped by a local guardian dragon. Lord Bolton personally took action and 

skinned him, pulling out his tendons and making Dragon armor for the six star commanders, he also 

made his bones into a palace in the capital of the main star. 



As far as he knew, there were three giant dragons in this palace. They were the descendants of the 

skeleton. Bolton fed them with the flesh of the dragon mother and made them into top-notch biological 

weapons with demon secret techniques. 

Ryan went north and came to a very remote location on the north side of the palace. There was a side 

palace made of top-notch Red Crystals, which was also his destination. 

“Lord Ryan…”at the entrance of the side hall, along with an elegant fragrance of flowers, an elf with 

green hair appeared at the entrance of the hall. He bowed slightly to Ryan, “May I ask why you are 

here?” 

“May I ask if your Highness Lulu is here?”Ryan’s tone was respectful. 

The status of the people living here was extremely high. Even if the Lord came here, his tone was also 

very respectful. As a star commander of a third-grade galaxy, he naturally didn’t dare to be arrogant. 

“Her Highness Lulu has already taken a break for lunch. If Lord Rennes has something to do, you can 

come back in the afternoon…” 

That Elf’s tone was gentle, but his attitude did not leave any room for discussion. No matter how 

anxious Rennes was, he could only forcefully suppress it at this moment. He bowed respectfully and 

said, “Sorry to disturb you, I will come back in the afternoon…” 

“Please come in. I don’t want to hear your disgusting voice twice in one day…” 

Hearing this, Ryan’s heart jolted. Although the voice inside was filled with disgust, he did not mind. Even 

the Lord’s attitude was the same. Naturally, he did not dare to hope that the other party would have a 

good attitude, but as long as the other party handled the matter well, it would be fine. 

The Elf at the door paused slightly. It was a little strange. Usually, after Lulu’s afternoon break, she was 

used to being unmoved by thunder. Why was this time… … 

Thus, under the lead of the ELF, Rennes walked all the way into the side hall. The design of the side hall 

was extremely exquisite and beautiful. Outside the dark corridor was an incomparably beautiful garden, 

and inside were flowers that even Rennes could not name. Through the master level gardening and the 

perfection of the four seasons system, this garden was more like a small world filled with four seasons… 

Rennes heard that the cost of maintaining this garden was comparable to maintaining a level-six planet! 

Every time he came, he would be shocked by this different flower scene. Just like that, he walked all the 

way to the garden that stretched out. In a sea of crimson flowers, a little girl wearing a pointy red hat 

and a purple witch robe.., the little girl, who was less than half a meter tall, was twisting and turning on 

a huge flower core. 

The child’s appearance was extremely cute. His violet face was round and round, and his pair of large 

eyes took up one-third of his face. However, his long face was unusually harmonious, and there was a 

kind of cuteness that touched people’s hearts. 

Even Rennes, who was so cold-blooded that he could already make use of his siblings, could not help but 

feel his heart tremble when he saw the other party… 



“Lord Lulu…” 

“Oh, you’re here?”The girl called Lulu yawned and slowly floated down from the flower core. 

Upon closer inspection, one would discover that the other party’s body was surrounded by a layer of 

inexplicable laws. This law came from outside the main world! 

If one had some knowledge, they would definitely be able to recognize the other party’s origins… 

The fairy race, a type of heaven and earth elf that was unique to the Saipan foreign world. They were 

born with the ability to travel through space and other special abilities. Many top-tier 

Summoners’immortal spells were learned from these elves. 

Rennes was extremely surprised when he saw them for the first time. He didn’t know what method his 

lord used to actually trap a fairy race elf! 

“Lord… the result I let you predict last time…” 

“Yes, it’s already out…”Lulu said with a laugh. 

Rennes’heart jumped when he heard that. “Really?” 

“Are you doubting me?” 

“No… No, no…”Ryan quickly denied it. This lord could be very willful. If he made her unhappy, this result 

would probably never come back to him. 

He had no choice but to beg her, because she was the best seer in the Bolton Force… 

“HMPH…”Lulu snorted and lightly tapped her finger. A huge flower petal slowly floated over. “On it are 

the coordinates and the best route map that you wanted…” 

Rennes respectfully took it over with both hands. After looking at it carefully, he immediately started to 

calculate in his heart. The best route map would take them from the Eastern Star region’s Bohr galaxy. 

With the base’s newest spaceship’s speed, they would only need seven days to travel! 

Seven days! ! 

“Good, good, good!”Rennes could not help but be so excited that his entire body trembled. However, he 

immediately saw that the flower petal had withered and yellowed. 

“Sir… What is this?”Rene was stunned. 

“These petals wither quickly after leaving their roots. If you want to show it to your master, then get 

lost. I won’t write it for you a second time…” 

“Oh, then I’ll disturb Sir’s Rest…”Rene saw this and quickly said politely. He carefully held the petals and 

was about to rush to the main hall. He had to give the results to Sir Burton immediately. 

“Wait a moment…”Lulu suddenly called out to Rennes. 

“Is there anything else, Lord?”Rennes turned around doubtfully. 

“I also gave you a divination. Do you want to hear it?” 



Rennes heard this and was stunned. He thought to himself, when did this guy become so kind-hearted? 

Could it be a prank? 

Then he said, “Lord, please speak…” 

“This trip is very bad. If it’s not necessary, I advise you to give up…” 

“Eh?” 

Chapter 923: the threat from Rennes approaches (part two) 

The Diablo Galaxy was named after the Lord of Bolton’s galaxy. It was named after a demon lord sealed 

in the seventh level of space, one of the five supreme demons known for its fear. 

Unlike the Majestic Diablo Galaxy where Wine God was located, which was connected by large machines 

everywhere, the Diablo galaxy was filled with a dark hue. Most of the stars were surrounded by a ball of 

black mucus, it was not clear what was wriggling on it, or perhaps the stars themselves were wriggling. 

Then, there were the stars that had the characteristics of life. These stars were covered in a layer of red 

flesh. If one got closer, they would find that these stars were more like hearts, breathing rhythmically, 

from the appearance, it gave people a very strange feeling. 

When Rennes first came, he was also very uncomfortable, but he gradually got used to it. Although this 

kind of planet biological method would make people a little uneasy, it was actually better for the entire 

planet itself, it could regularly remove the waste in the body through the biological system, making the 

internal environment extremely pleasant. 

After walking into the main planet, it was a different scene. The Sky was bright, the birds were singing, 

and the flowers were fragrant. The entire planet was filled with a vibrant beauty. 

 

However, beneath this vitality, there was a strange cruelty. Beneath this beautiful land, countless 

powerful lifeforms were trapped beneath the planet. They sucked on bodily fluids every day, wailing in 

pain, they fed the planet’s growth and suffered at the same time. 

Therefore, if people with slightly higher spiritual power listened carefully, they would discover that 

beneath every beautiful land, there were countless lifeforms that were suffering. 

However, Rennes had long since gotten used to all of this. The creatures trapped underground were all 

life forms that were not under the protection of the federation, which meant that they were powerful 

indigenous life forms, of course, there were actually a few high-level life forms within the federation in 

secret. However, without evidence, no one would come looking for trouble. 

After Rennes entered the main star, he used his authority to teleport all the way to the inner ring of the 

main star. The inner city of the main star was located in an incomparably beautiful palace. The palace 

was crystal clear and had a magnificent beauty of life. Walking on the road, he could even feel a faint 

dragon pressure… … 

Yes, Lord Bolton’s main palace was made of dragon bones. It was said that when he was attacking a high 

magic planet, he was stopped by a local guardian Dragon. Lord Bolton personally took action and 



skinned him, pulling out his tendons and making Dragon armor for the six star commanders, he also 

made his bones into a palace in the capital of the main star. 

As far as he knew, there were three giant dragons in this palace. They were the descendants of the 

skeleton. Bolton fed them with the flesh of the dragon mother and made them into top-notch biological 

weapons with demon secret techniques. 

Ryan went north and came to a very remote location on the north side of the palace. There was a side 

palace made of top-notch Red Crystals, which was also his destination. 

“Lord Ryan…”at the entrance of the side hall, along with an elegant fragrance of flowers, an elf with 

green hair appeared at the entrance of the hall. He bowed slightly to Ryan, “May I ask why you are 

here?” 

“May I ask if your Highness Lulu is here?”Ryan’s tone was respectful. 

The status of the people living here was extremely high. Even if the Lord came here, his tone was also 

very respectful. As a star commander of a third-grade galaxy, he naturally didn’t dare to be arrogant. 

“Her Highness Lulu has already taken a break for lunch. If Lord Rennes has something to do, you can 

come back in the afternoon…” 

That Elf’s tone was gentle, but his attitude did not leave any room for discussion. No matter how 

anxious Rennes was, he could only forcefully suppress it at this moment. He bowed respectfully and 

said, “Sorry to disturb you, I will come back in the afternoon…” 

“Please come in. I don’t want to hear your disgusting voice twice in one day…” 

Hearing this, Ryan’s heart jolted. Although the voice inside was filled with disgust, he did not mind. Even 

the Lord’s attitude was the same. Naturally, he did not dare to hope that the other party would have a 

good attitude, but as long as the other party handled the matter well, it would be fine. 

The Elf at the door paused slightly. It was a little strange. Usually, after Lulu’s afternoon break, she was 

used to being unmoved by Thunder. Why was this time… … 

Thus, under the lead of the ELF, Rennes walked all the way into the side hall. The design of the side hall 

was extremely exquisite and beautiful. Outside the dark corridor was an incomparably beautiful garden, 

and inside were flowers that even Rennes could not name. Through the master level gardening and the 

perfection of the four seasons system, this garden was more like a small world filled with four seasons… 

Rennes heard that the cost of maintaining this garden was comparable to maintaining a level-six planet! 

Every time he came, he would be shocked by this different flower scene. Just like that, he walked all the 

way to the garden that stretched out. In a sea of crimson flowers, a little girl wearing a pointy red hat 

and a purple witch robe.., the little girl, who was less than half a meter tall, was twisting and turning on 

a huge flower core. 

The child’s appearance was extremely cute. His violet face was round and round, and his pair of large 

eyes took up one-third of his face. However, his long face was unusually harmonious, and there was a 

kind of cuteness that touched people’s hearts. 



Even Rennes, who was so cold-blooded that he could already make use of his siblings, could not help but 

feel his heart tremble when he saw the other party… 

“Lord Lulu…” 

“Oh, you’re here?”The girl called Lulu yawned and slowly floated down from the flower core. 

Upon closer inspection, one would discover that the other party’s body was surrounded by a layer of 

inexplicable laws. This law came from outside the main world! 

If one had some knowledge, they would definitely be able to recognize the other party’s origins… 

The fairy race, a type of heaven and Earth Elf that was unique to the Saipan foreign world. They were 

born with the ability to travel through space and other special abilities. Many top-tier 

Summoners’immortal techniques were learned from these elves. 

Rennes was extremely surprised when he saw them for the first time. He didn’t know what method his 

lord used to actually trap a fairy race elf! 

“Lord… the result I let you predict last time…” 

“Yes, it’s already out…”Lulu said with a laugh. 

Rennes’heart jumped when he heard that. “Really?” 

“Are you doubting me?” 

“No… No, no…”Ryan quickly denied it. This lord could be very willful. If he made her unhappy, this result 

would probably never come back to him. 

He had no choice but to beg her, because she was the best seer in the Bolton Force… 

“HMPH…”Lulu snorted and lightly tapped her finger. A huge flower petal slowly floated over. “On it are 

the coordinates and the best route map that you wanted…” 

Rennes respectfully took it over with both hands. After looking at it carefully, he immediately started to 

calculate in his heart. The best route map would take them from the Eastern Star region’s Bohr galaxy. 

With the base’s newest spaceship’s speed, they would only need seven days to travel! 

Seven days! ! 

“Good, good, good!”Rennes could not help but be so excited that his entire body trembled. However, he 

immediately saw that the flower petal had withered and yellowed. 

“Sir… What is this?”Rene was stunned. 

“These petals wither quickly after leaving their roots. If you want to show it to your master, then get 

lost. I won’t write it for you a second time…” 

“Oh, then I’ll disturb Sir’s Rest…”Rene saw this and quickly said politely. He carefully held the petals and 

was about to rush to the main hall. He had to give the results to Sir Burton immediately. 

“Wait a moment…”Lulu suddenly called out to Rennes. 



“Is there anything else, Lord?”Rennes turned around doubtfully. 

“I also gave you a divination. Do you want to hear it?” 

Rennes heard this and was stunned. He thought to himself, when did this guy become so kind-hearted? 

Could it be a prank? 

Then he said, “Lord, please speak…” 

“This trip is very bad. If it’s not necessary, I advise you to give up…” 

“Eh?” 

Chapter 924 All Your Trump Cards! 

“You got it so quickly?” 

In the main hall, Burton looked at the petal that he had used the law to freeze time, and his eyes 

revealed a trace of curiosity. 

With his understanding of that fellow, it was very difficult to give the result without torturing Rennes. In 

fact, he had already secretly asked other prophets, but in terms of the accuracy of the result,. Only that 

fellow could be 100% certain. After all, she was… 

“Indeed, this time it was a little abnormal…”rennes carefully replied, “Do you think that Lord Lulu would 

give us a fake address to make us come all the way here for Nothing?” 

“Looks like your basic lessons are not solid enough…”Burton laughed, “Our master-level seer might not 

be as good as her in terms of actuarial results, but it’s not too much of a problem to measure whether 

her results match up…” 

 

Ryan’s face turned slightly red when he heard that. He hurriedly knocked his head and said with a silly 

smile, “Ignorant and incompetent. My Liege, please forgive me…” 

Burton shook his head with a smile when he heard that. Then, he asked, “Didn’t she say anything else?” 

To be honest, although it was impossible for that fellow to fool him with fake content in theory, he really 

could not believe that that fellow would do things honestly. 

Ryan hesitated for a moment, and finally said, “Well… I said it…” 

Bolton: “What Did You Say?” 

“Sir Said… that my mission is doomed. If it’s not necessary, it’s better to give up…”Ryan was a little 

amused, “It should be that Sir Lulu deliberately created a smoke bomb to make me suspicious, right?” 

What a joke, his backer was a level 16 large biological civilization. To deal with seer, a civilization that 

might not even be level 5, and you’re telling me that it’s doomed. He was very curious as to what 

method his little cousin could use to create danger for him… … 

Hearing this, Bolton immediately fell silent. 



“Sir… sir…”seeing the lord’s silence, Ryan found it funny. “That Lord definitely did this on purpose. You 

Don’t have to worry, I know my cousin’s background very well…” 

“Is that so…”Bolton rubbed his chin and narrowed his eyes. “Maybe he did it on purpose…” 

Ryan saw Burton’s mouth twitch. His lord was good in everything, but he was a little suspicious. He was 

still so cautious in this situation. 

He couldn’t let go of this opportunity to get rid of seer just because of these words, right? 

Just as he was thinking, he suddenly saw Burton raise his finger lightly, and the entire hall actually 

started to tremble. 

“Lord, this is?” 

————– 

“Lord Lulu, why did you let that kid off so easily?”Hua Lingqi asked. 

She was one of the people who signed the contract with Lulu. Following the mysterious capture of Lulu 

by Bolton, she was also pulled over and became a prisoner for almost ten thousand years, otherwise, 

with her identity as a pure-blooded elf, she wouldn’t have come to work for a pure demon lord. 

Of course, as a fairy, Lord Lulu was even more so. Although the Saipan immortal race maintained a 

neutral stance towards the various powers in the universe, and even responded to the undead, they 

only never interacted with the void and demons, they also directly cut off the passage. 

Although she was forcefully captured, Lulu had often refused to cooperate over the years. Even if she 

was willing to give something occasionally, she would always play tricks on her. This was the first time 

she gave such a straightforward answer to the prophecy. 

“Shh…”Lulu suddenly shushed. She lowered her voice and said, “Listen…” 

“HMM?” 

The flower spirit was stunned. Then, she curiously opened her ears to listen. Then, the next second, she 

heard the sound of the Earth humming. Immediately, she became curious. The Planet of the Bolton 

force was controlled by the activation technology, the entire planet was equivalent to a huge living 

being, a living creature with the core of Titan as the center. 

How could there be a ground chime under such circumstances. It didn’t make sense… … 

But in the next second, the entire ground began to shake violently, and even the sky began to tilt. This 

kind of violent turbulence was obviously not a ground chime, but the entire planet was moving! 

“Sir… This Is? ?” 

“Heh…”lulu smiled, “That guy really did it, interesting, interesting…” 

“Sir, you predicted it long ago?”Hua Ling asked curiously. 

“You can’t say that. Things like prophecy have the biggest variable. Otherwise, this palace master 

wouldn’t have been caught, right?”Fairy Lulu’s big eyes narrowed into a beautiful crescent, she smiled 



and said, “There’s a show to watch. Prepare Xiaoling well. This trip should be the best chance for us to 

escape!” 

Hua Ling heard the face of a startled, thought: this line is what mean? . Don’t tell me… … We… . Are You 

Going, too? 

Then she looked at the changing planet, breathing suddenly became rapid. 

———- 

“My Lord, this is? ?”Ryan looked around in surprise. 

As one of the galactic marshals, he knows what this means. My lord, this is activating the activation 

mechanism of the main planet. Once activated, it means that the planet is in full biological mode! 

He had never seen such a grand display of power ever since he joined the Bolton Force. Even the newly 

discovered three-dimensional battlefield in the Northern Star Field did not allow his lordship to be 

willing to use this main planet! ! 

The Bolton Force was an evolutionary force of the pure biological system. Moreover, they were 

considered to be the more extreme type in the biological system. The strategy they implemented was to 

nurture their own land with all things in the universe. 

Usually, when Bolton encountered a planet with a strong mass of Titan, he did not conquer it. Instead, 

he used the activated planets in his own galaxy to swallow it, so as to evolve the mass of his own planet. 

This was also the reason why Bolton Force’s funding and rating was even higher than wine god’s Pandar 

Galaxy. However, in terms of planet ownership, they did not even have one-thousandth of wine God’s. 

This was because every planet of Lord Bolton’s was of extremely high quality, and was nourished by 

countless amounts of flesh, blood, and life energy. Not only could these planets become resting places 

for their citizens, once the war started.., these planets could also transform into powerful biological 

weapons at the first opportunity! 

Among the many planets, this main planet with the longest history was the planet Lord Bolton had 

invested the most in. Over countless years, it had devoured countless Titan cores and countless amounts 

of life energy. 

Including the powerhouses that were currently being used to absorb the lifeforce under the main 

planet, they could form a powerful army. 

Once a biological weapon of such magnitude was activated, the energy consumption was simply 

unimaginable. It was likely that even if the planets under the ten star marshals were used at the same 

time, it would not be as costly as using this main planet. 

“Lord…”Rennes swallowed his saliva and said, “This… why go to this extent?” 

He really could not imagine that for a seer, the Lord would actually use the main star as a trump card! 

“Inform Tidaran, Munk, Azmodan, Billie, lead the troops under them to protect the journey!” 

“This…”Rennes looked even more surprised when he heard that. 



The names that Bolton had just read out were all the marshals of the magic net army. The strongest 

seven Devil King Army under Bolton was his Trump Card Army. Two of them were sent to the three-

dimensional space battlefield.., now, the five trump card armies that were left behind were actually 

going to send out four escorts? 

Only one army was left behind to guard? Was this the scale of a country war? 

Was this a joke? To go to the other side for a seer, did he need such a large army? 

Rennes frowned. He always felt that his lord took the fairy’s words too seriously. That Bastard was only 

a level five or six deity overlord. Even if he went out, he would be able to crush that existence to death 

with his fingers. Why would he need to use all his trump cards? 

Faced with Rennes’doubts, Burton did not say anything else. After instructing AI, he silently looked at 

the starry sky of his own faction, as if he was still thinking about something. 

The reason why Burton had done this was not only because of Lulu’s prophecy and his more cautious 

personality, but also because of his own intuition. 

A great overlord at his level would more or less have some foresight towards his future fate. He could 

feel that this trip was very likely to be a major turning point in his fate! 

Chapter 925 Burton being targeted 

The Bohr galaxy of the Eastern Star Field was a rare pure spiritual civilization in the Universe Federation. 

The group consisted mainly of summoners and illusionists. The entire galaxy was filled with links to 

other planets, as a result, one-third of the maps were in a magical state between the spiritual and the 

present. 

Many planets were even in the spiritual plane state. It could be said that the eastern star field was quite 

famous for its unique scenery. 

At this moment, the Bolton army was blocked by a thin figure. 

An extremely beautiful woman was blocking the Bolton army alone. Facing hundreds of thousands of 

battleships and hundreds of millions of soldiers, she looked like a leaf in the wind, so thin… … 

However, Bolton didn’t think so at all. His expression became extremely serious and nervous. He bowed 

very respectfully and said, “Senior sister, please open a passage. Junior brother, thank you…” 

 

“You really call me senior sister with such sweet words…”that woman laughed so hard that her flower 

blossom branches trembled. The entire starry sky dimmed a lot because of her soft voice, and the hearts 

of hundreds of millions of elite soldiers inexplicably pounded. 

At this moment, Rennes could not stop his heart from beating within the army. After he reacted, he 

turned pale with fright. He wanted to forcefully calm down, but he realized that he could not stop the 

restlessness in his body no matter what! 



It was rumored that a god-level control-type boss could resist an army of a thousand with a single 

charm. No matter how determined a warrior was, he would not be able to resist such a control-type 

boss. Powerful willpower was nothing in front of a high-level control-type boss. Today, he had finally 

experienced it! 

Reality had proven that in some novels, the main character was clearly a weakling, but he was able to 

resist the mental corrosion of a boss. In the end, he forcefully turned a boss with powerful mental 

strength into a golden finger, an old grandpa.., now it seemed that it was simply nonsense! 

If the level was not good, then it was not good. Whatever Bullsh * t willpower was nonsense. In front of 

the life class, everything was like floating clouds. 

“Even the main star has been mobilized. Junior, where are you going with such a big lineup?”The woman 

said with a smile. 

“If I see some benefits, won’t I go to look for food?”Burton said with a smile, “Senior, if you are 

interested, I will give you half of it when I come back!” 

“Look at what Junior is saying…”the woman laughed even more happily. “Alright, I Wish Junior A smooth 

trip. If you’re willing to bring some local specialties back for senior, that’s fine.” 

“Definitely, definitely…”Burton immediately smiled apologetically and heaved a long sigh of relief in his 

heart. 

The moment the confusion disappeared, all the warriors came back to their senses. After that, they 

were covered in sweat, including high-level warriors like Rennes. They even found it difficult to stand 

still. 

Then, they realized that they had completely lost their memory of the image that had mesmerized them 

so much that they could not control their bodies. They could not remember what the other party looked 

like at all. 

Everyone looked at each other and took a deep breath. Such a high-level confusion master could 

actually tamper with their memories. 

“Sir, this woman is so powerful…”a demon marshal next to Bolton said in a hoarse voice. 

“How can she not be powerful?”Bolton sneered. 

The number one illusionist in the East Star Field, the elder sister of the current Succubus Queen, the 

sixth lord of the East Star Field: Fantasy Princess Evya! 

With such a powerful figure, he and wine god were as weak as specks of dust. 

“Let’s continue moving forward…”Bolton said after letting out a sigh of relief, before he came here, he 

was most afraid that the other party would find out that there was a fairy in the main star. However, this 

time, he had to bring this fellow with him. Without the control of the main star, he would not be able to 

trap that Little Fellow, after all, that man is one of Asgard’s heirs! 

He is even ready, if the other party found, want to force demand, he will directly offer, in exchange for a 

bit of resources, if the other party did not find… . That’s for the best. 



So far, I’ve done a good job of protecting myself… . . 

———- 

“My Lord…”when Bolton’s army was gone, in the endless, dreamy starry skies, countless knights armed 

to the teeth suddenly appeared. Each of them was riding on a magical beast the size of a comet, floating 

in the starry skies. It was clear that Bolton’s army had been surrounded just now! 

“Is such a fellow worthy of you personally taking action?”The female knight in the lead wore a cold and 

arrogant expression. “Just say the word, and I can guarantee that there will be no casualties, leaving 

them behind!” 

“I’m naturally not interested in this group of Imps, but I’m interested in the Saipan fairy that he brought 

with him…”Evya said with a smile. 

“Saipan Fairy?”The female Knight was stunned for a moment when she heard that, then she frowned. 

“That fellow actually dares to capture a Saipan fairyland fairy? He’s really bold!” 

“Coming from a place like the abyss, isn’t it normal for him to be a little more bold?”Evya smiled lazily. 

“If you want it, I’ll bring it to you right now!”The female knight looked eager to give it a try. 

“You… are always so one-track-minded…”Evya rolled her eyes helplessly. “If I really wanted it, did he 

have any room for resistance just now?” 

“What do you mean, sir?” 

Evya: “I was originally attracted by the fairy energy, but what makes me more curious is that the other 

party actually took the risk to pass by me after possessing such a thing. Although he spent a lot of effort 

to cover up the energy traces, he still took a huge risk. Why did he do that?” 

The female knight: “I don’t know…” 

Evya:”…” 

“How did you live so long…”a faint voice sighed. Beside the female knight, a vague shadow appeared out 

of nowhere. The female knight raised her eyebrows and said coldly, “You say it as if you understand 

again…” 

The shadow smiled coldly. “My Lord, you mean that the other party knew the risk and still brought the 

fairy to pass by. That means that the purpose of this trip is more important to him than the fairy of the 

fairy tribe.” 

“Is that so, my Lord?” 

Evya smiled bitterly. “More or less.” 

The female knight: “My Lord, you are wise!” 

Evya:”…” 

The Shadow:”…” 



Evya had no more energy to complain about such a straightforward subordinate. She covered her 

forehead and said, “Maya, go with him and see what that guy found…” 

The shadow: “Yes…” 

The female knight frowned, just as she was about to speak, evya interrupted, “You should go too. But 

let’s make it clear first. On the way, listen to Maya’s instructions and do not act on your own. That little 

demon can capture the Saipan Celestial Race’s Reserve Palace Master alive. Her methods are definitely 

not as simple as you think…”. “…” 

The Female Knight was slightly silent upon hearing that. Two seconds later, she nodded. “Alright, I’ll 

listen to her…” 

Maya pursed her lips. This guy was really one-track-minded. Fortunately, at least she was very obedient 

to the lord. With this promise, she did not have to worry about this guy getting out of control on the 

road. 

Although she often despised the other party for being one-track-minded, she did not doubt the other 

party’s combat strength at all. 

After all, this guy was a titan Knight who had participated in the Titan war and successfully survived from 

that Lord! 

Chapter 926 Gathering in all directions! 

Somewhere in the Northern Starfield, a gigantic robotic battleship was shuttling through various 

wormholes. The size of the battleship was almost twice that of a large star! 

If seer was here, she would definitely be surprised to see that this was not a battleship at all. It was an 

extremely high-tech robotic army! 

The gigantic battleship was obviously assembled from countless robotic battleships and various 

equipment. The degree of precision within was something that many top-notch mechanical masters 

would be secretly shocked by, this was clearly something that only an extremely powerful mechanical 

civilization could do. 

And if seer knew that this terrifying mechanical force’s destination was the planet in the new territories 

that he was on, he would probably not be able to remain calm anymore. 

At this moment, inside the gigantic battleship, a tall orc was drawing a map with the help of a group of 

blue dwarfs. The map was as clear as a five-dimensional model, every inch of grassland was represented 

in the ORC’s memory by the equipment in reality. 

 

If one looked carefully, they would find that the places in the ORC’s memory were the southern 

grassland that the players in the Galaxy had been longing for! 

If Xu Xian and other older players were here, they would definitely be able to recognize this orc. It was 

the former leader of the Gale tribe, Kagar! 



“How’s the map drawing going?”In the studio, a beautiful flower spirit slowly walked in and asked softly. 

“It should be almost complete…”among the short blue men, a long-bearded old man turned around and 

said, “But from this guy’s memories, he has never left this grassland in his entire life. I’m afraid that the 

information he can provide to the leader is limited…” 

“It’s okay, a little bit…”. The flower spirit nodded slowly. “I don’t expect that such a native can provide 

much useful information. The main thing is the details of his last battle. Can the image be completely 

extracted?” The lord specified that part … .. 

“It’s already extracted…”the blue dwarf handed over a piece of jelly-like software. Looking at it, the 

flower spirit’s face revealed a trace of disgust, but she still took it with her hand. 

“Then you guys continue with your work. I’ll send this to the Lord!” 

“Yes, Lord Lan Xing!” 

—— 

The flower spirit called Lan Xing walked towards the main control room with light steps. At this moment, 

the Lord on the warship was sitting in his own independent workshop, holding a book filled with strange 

characters and reading it carefully, the cover of the book was very special. It carried a faint dragon 

pressure and was pitch-black like metal. If a master of materials science could recognize it, it was the 

skin of a black dragon! 

“My Lord!”Lan Xing arrived at the Lord’s workshop without any obstruction. Clearly, her authority in this 

faction was very high. 

“Oh, is the result out?”The Lord closed the book and looked at the little flower spirit with a gentle 

attitude. 

“En…”the flower spirit’s face turned slightly red, and she immediately took out the jelly-like object. 

The Lord Gently moved his finger, and the jelly-like object slowly floated into the air. Then, many small 

crystal-like robots suddenly appeared in the surrounding space and quickly disintegrated the jelly, then, 

all the crystal-like bodies began to emit soft light, and finally, an extremely clear 5-d projection was 

projected in the room! 

In the projection, it perfectly reproduced the battle that Kagar had fought on the prairie at that time. 

The angle of view was entirely based on Kagar’s vision, but he could clearly see the shapes and 

movements of the wood elf players who had fought with him at that time. 

“Interesting… there’s actually a lord that nurtures wood elves…”orchid star tilted her head curiously. 

“Not simple…”. The Lord shook his head. “Judging from the details of the creatures, these wood elves 

should have just transformed not long ago, but their overall attributes are exceptionally outstanding. 

I’ve only seen Level-2 Elves do such actions in the royal family of the Space Elves.” 

Lan Xing was immediately displeased. “The royal family of the Space Elves is not only at this level!” 



“Yes, yes, yes…”the Lord looked at the Little Flower Spirit dotingly, however, there was a trace of doubt 

in his eyes. To be honest, just the little scene kagar saw could not completely see the overall level of the 

wood elves. However, judging from their appearance and characteristics, the purity of the wood 

elves’bloodline was extremely high! 

But why? 

The wood elves were the genes of the ancient element. How could they have such a pure bloodline? 

Could it be that this was teacher’s new experiment? 

“Sir, you are in a daze again…”Lan Xing looked at the other party with dissatisfaction. “Are they that 

good-looking? Those pirated wood elves!” 

The Lord smiled. “No, they are not as good-looking as our little Lan Xing…” 

“HMPH!” 

“It’s just a little strange…”the lord muttered and then suddenly said, “Has the survey team finished their 

latest survey? How much longer until they arrive?” 

“They’re out!”Lan Xing said with a serious expression, “If we count the federation day, there’s still five 

days left!” 

“Is that so…”the lord smiled when he heard that and narrowed his eyes. “Teacher, we’re going to meet 

again…” 

———— — 

“Are you here?”Far away in the New World’s undead palace, the emaciated undead lord abruptly raised 

his head. Through the palace, he could see the endless starry skies of the universe from the depths of his 

pupils. 

“My Lord?”Beside him, Kel ‘thuzad asked curiously, “What’s Here?” 

“Trouble is here…”the undead lord smiled, but then said, “But it’s still alright, it seems like there’s still 

time…” 

As he spoke, his eyes looked to the other side of the starry sky. In the dark galaxy, a huge creature 

wrapped in shadows was flying toward them at ten thousand times the speed of light. 

———— — 

“Eh?”In the distance, Burton suddenly opened his supreme-purple eyes and looked toward the endless 

starry sky, his eyes revealing extreme fear. 

“What is it, my Lord?”Beside him, a muscular man with an obvious power demon bloodline asked, tilting 

his head. 

“Tell the control room to activate stealth mode…”Bolton said solemnly. “Slow down, don’t do 

anything…” 



“Eh?”The Interstellar Marshals of the Bolton faction all had puzzled looks on their faces, but in the next 

second, those doubts vanished without a trace. 

In the distant starry sky, an incomparably huge snake-like object was swimming slowly in space. It 

looked slow, but its speed was extremely fast. 

10,000 times the speed of light, in a flash! 

That terrifying aura made everyone’s hearts inexplicably tremble! 

They didn’t expect to encounter such a terrifying drifting object… 

“That’s… What is it? I’ve never seen this species before…”the tall strength demon said with some 

lingering fear. 

“The universe has not seen a lot of drifting material… …”next to a body covered in thick ink from a figure 

out a cold female voice replied. 

Bolton looked with a frown at the spot where the monster had disappeared, a direction that somehow 

seemed to be on the way to where they were going… … 

Could it be a coincidence? 

.. 

“Wow, the stars are so beautiful today…”on the surface of the new territories, Li Goudan was lying lazily 

on the top of the boat, looking at the bright starry sky. 

The trip was very successful. She had used a lot of arcana items to lure a lot of arcanists from small 

countries onto the boat. There should be at least a few thousand people on the boat. Wahahaha, it was 

all for nothing… … 

Thinking of the market price of mage apprentices in the new world market, Goudan Li’s eyes formed a 

shape… … 

“Huh?” 

Suddenly, a voice that only Goudan Li could hear sounded in her mind. 

“Something’s wrong…” 

“What’s Wrong?”Goudan Li asked curiously. 

She was already used to the guy in her body, although she was a little unhappy about giving him an hour 

every day… 

“I’m afraid your Lord is in big trouble this time…”the female Elf’s voice was very cold in Doggie’s mind. 

Chapter 927: Meeting! 

On the second day after the network of the transmission channel was cut off, panic broke out in the 

Federation of Planet D. Some people who were destined to be unable to enter the Sea of stars due to 



their own blemishes began to secretly spread rumors and conspiracy theories, they said that this was a 

plot set up by an alien civilization to conquer Planet D. 

In fact, the Sea of stars was not a beautiful new world at all. It was a terrifying living experiment base of 

an alien civilization. The reason why the channel was closed this time was to digest the batch of fresh 

test subjects that had entered! 

This conclusion was initially scoffed at by many people, but as more and more people spoke, some 

irrational protests began to appear, including the politicians who had lost the election earlier, they 

wanted to take advantage of the chaos to gain some benefits. 

Therefore, they began to question the mainstream media one after another. For a time, conspiracy 

theories filled the sky and covered the earth. Even many people who were rational at first were 

skeptical. It had to be said that public opinion was sometimes an invisible knife, it was the most difficult 

to defend against. 

On the other side, Seer was still investigating the prophecy. Naturally, she was not in the mood to pay 

attention to the trivial tricks on D ball, meanwhile, the six City lords responsible for the matters of the 

base all made a joint request to open up the teleportation channel again. 

 

This time, even mister, who had always been at odds with the public, stood on the United Front. The 

reason was very simple. At this time, the interests of the city lords were all the same, having just 

stabilized their authority, they naturally did not want their castellan’s position to be lost to those who 

had lost the election, but wanted to take a share of the spoils of this incident. 

Especially Great Britain’s Arthur, who actually proposed to set up another person in charge of 

supervision above the castellan, using judicial and human rights to restrict the abuse of the castellan’s 

power. According to him, it did not involve economic interests, just Supervision was unlikely to become 

an accomplice of the mysterious force to oppress ordinary people. 

This funny comment received a lot of support for a time, which made the city lords feel disgusted. They 

all came to Huaxia City to resolve this matter. 

At this time, Huaxia City’s elder dragonnaturally contacted virion at the first opportunity, hoping that the 

higher-ups would have a solution. 

Thus, while the city lord was out investigating, rainy girl Wu Guagua and Wei Lin presided over the 

meeting. 

——– — 

During the meeting, song Zaiyi saw rainy girl Wu Guagua in the main seat, and his heart slightly paused. 

When he was in the second city, he had wanted to investigate the other party’s information, but his 

authority was not enough. He knew that this girl was not simple. 

However, he did not expect that her identity was not simple to such an extent. She actually had the 

authority to preside over such a meeting. Who Was this girl? 



“Alright, now let’s talk about the topic…”. Rainy, who was sitting in the main seat, opened the 

information and said, “First, let’s talk about the city lords’concerns about the establishment of another 

city judicial position. I will first make a conclusion. Galaxy will not do anything unnecessary. From the 

beginning, we have made it clear that the city lords have legislative power, judicial power, 

administrative power, and the right to expand. Galaxy will not waver from these promises because of 

some unforeseen circumstances. I hope that you can rest assured.” 

Phew… 

The city lords let out a sigh of relief. They came here to fulfill their political ambitions (except for 

Meister) . With such a clean environment, they did not want to get involved with other complicated 

opponents. 

“How do we solve this problem?”Angor asked first. 

“We’ll open the network between Mars and sphere D. players can use their mobile devices to send data 

to sphere D, including live videos. This way, outsiders can see how the new citizens live their lives, and 

they won’t be led astray by the rhythm. The real living environment will also be a reference for the next 

generation, allowing them to choose the cities they want in a visible environment.” 

Pausing for a moment, she said to all the city lords, “So this can be considered another form of 

supervision. The better you develop, the better the lives of the citizens will be. In the future, the 

younger population will favor you more. This will be very helpful to your expansion of the affiliated cities 

in the future. If you don’t do well, your public opinion will drop. The five-year assessment will be directly 

dismissed. Isn’t this very fair?” 

The city lords frowned slightly. Meester, on the other hand, was quite proud of himself. He was very 

confident about the first five years. 

Rainless glanced at Meester and sneered inwardly. 

“No problem…”Songyi was the first one to agree. Angor was surprised. To be honest, Songyi was the 

only one in the big cities who might not make it past the first five years. 

This guy was really generous. 

“I’m more interested in another thing…”song Zaiyi continued. 

“Please tell me…”rainy looked at the time and smiled. 

Her expression did not seem to be a problem, but it made all the castellans’faces Twitch. She was clearly 

telling them, “I’m very busy. If you have nothing better to do, you can leave now…”. … 

“About the establishment of the school…”. “I agree with the higher-ups’idea of attaching importance to 

technology, but isn’t it unfair to the warrior students “Should the higher-ups consider setting up a 

warrior school as well?” 

Elizabeth was the first to voice her support. “I think so too!” 

Besides Angor, even Mister agreed with song Zaiyi. 



In fact, it was easy to agree. Angor’s city was different from theirs. It was a special structure for 

foreigners to follow the path of a warrior. The higher-ups’emPhasis on researchers would help her 

improve her family’s social status, and she did not have to take the blame. This was galaxy’s overall 

strategy and had nothing to do with her. 

However, the situation in the other cities was completely different. Including song Caiyi, they were all 

inclined to recruit developers who took the technological route when it came to recruiting players from 

central China, a crooked-ass city lord like mister, who planned to build a super private force, naturally 

hoped that the benefits of the warrior system would be better and better. After all, if he stepped down 

in the future, he would be eating the dividends of a private lord, hence, his original plan was to let the 

players from central China Walk the path of technology, and his own people walk the path of warriors. 

This would restrict the overall development of the players from central China, and he would use the 

cheap system to stop the talent advantage of the players from central China. 

This included a politician like song zaiyi, who was more or less focused on the big picture. Although he 

did not plan to lower the status of the researchers in the future.., he also did not want the spirit system 

players, who mainly consisted of central China players, to have too much of an advantage. 

“You don’t have to worry about this problem…”. Rainless melon said coldly, “When warrior players 

reach a certain level, they will still have a path to further their studies. However, they will not be sent to 

Mars, but will be sent out to further their studies. However, this quota will be quite tight in the early 

stage, and they will need to have better qualifications in order to obtain it.” 

Hearing this, the faces of all the cities became a little strange. 

Sent out? Where? 

It seemed like Galaxy had no intention of hiding it anymore. Had it already admitted that it was an alien 

force? 

Chapter 928: clumsy tricks 

In the early morning of the same day, Galaxy forcefully announced a notice to the world through its 

control of the network: 

Greetings, citizens of Galaxy. Due to insufficient energy storage, the transmission channel in galaxy has 

been suspended. It is expected to be restored within three months, during this period, taking into 

account the inexplicable concerns caused by the lack of information on the channels of the New World, 

we have decided to completely open up the network of Mars and sphere D, so that all the citizens inside 

could communicate with each other through posts, videos, and even live broadcasts, so that they could 

fully understand the current operation of the city in the situation where they were temporarily unable 

to enter the galaxy world, the network would be opened immediately after the announcement. Here, all 

the staff of the galaxy platform wished the citizens a happy life! 

As soon as this news was released, all the citizens instantly went into an uproar and began to discuss it 

online. 

[ are you for real? Mars is connected to the internet here? It can even be used for live streaming? When 

was the base station built? ] 



[ the person above is making a fuss over nothing. He can even handle things like genetic material. 

What’s so great about handling the Mars Internet? ] 

 

[ Wow, my sister told me last time how good the second city is. Now I can finally see how she’s doing 

over there. ] 

“Exactly. I have a younger brother over there too, but I’m the opposite. The worse his life is, the better I 

feel…” 

“The one above is so real.” 

“By the way, did anyone in the galaxy react? Hurry up and give me some content. Without Grandpa Lu’s 

revelation, I feel like there’s something missing in the day. I don’t even have any expectations anymore.” 

[ yes, it’s best to quickly reveal the truth. I want to see if the demon spirit of the first city is as powerful 

and handsome as the Green Titan! ] 

Just like that, because of this announcement, the topics on the internet were instantly directed to city 

life. This made the secret water army instantly anxious. 

Especially Arthur, who was behind the water army. At this moment, he was in his villa, flustered and 

exasperated. 

“Who can tell me what is going on?”There was a large crystal screen in front of Arthur. On the screen, 

the leaders of many countries were connecting to him through a video link. Other than Huazhong, who 

had rejected the invitation.., other countries, including the West German officials who used to have the 

most objections against Arthur, had all participated in this parliament. 

In the video, there were all famous politicians who held great power in various countries. However, 

they, who held great power, could not get any benefits from this huge cake of galaxy. This was also the 

reason why they were willing to ally with Arthur. 

“Didn’t we agree to control the Internet?”Arthur’s face was gloomy. “Why are all the platforms 

announcing the news from Galaxy?” 

In their original plan, they had also expected galaxy to issue a clarification immediately. However, they 

had already planned to use the resources in the hands of these high-level politicians to block the 

internet and block galaxy’s clarification immediately. 

Even Huazhong’s unwillingness to cooperate was within his expectations. When the time came, as long 

as they framed Huazhong as part of Galaxy, their government would have already been manipulated by 

galaxy behind the scenes! 

Anyway, it was not a matter of one or two days for them to be demonized. There were always stupid 

people who were willing to believe it. 

However, he did not expect that galaxy’s announcement would break through the Internet blockade 

directly. He wondered if the politicians behind the screen were playing him. 



“We didn’t expect that either…”. “…”. The leader of the West Germany sighed and said, “We did prepare 

a series of measures to block the internet, but we didn’t expect that these measures wouldn’t be used 

after the announcement. Whether we use national technology or make many internet platforms delete 

themselves, we can’t do it. It turns out that galaxy has long been prepared and has already controlled 

our information backstage!” 

Arthur’s face turned livid when he heard that. In the end, he crushed a cherry chair beside him, he said 

angrily, “Let those Internet trolls continue to smear us. Just say that the people in Star Ocean City have 

already been controlled. Those genomes are not the real person at all. The so-called genomes 

technology is simply a big scam! !” 

The people behind the screen were shocked when they heard that. This was the rhythm of completely 

smashing the plate. Obviously, it was the mentality of ‘I can’t get it, but I won’t let you have it easy’. 

“Why are you hesitating?”Arthur said gloomily, “Do you still think that we have anything to do with this 

plate? “Let me tell you, if we can’t get our hands on it and wait for others to gain a foothold, the power 

and wealth we have will be devalued every day. In the end, we will have nothing! ” 

“And now, population is our only bargaining chip. Haven’t you realized it yet?” 

Everyone fell silent. Just as they were about to nod in agreement, the door was suddenly pushed open, 

and a middle-aged man in a suit in his thirties rushed in with a pale face. 

“Who let you in?”Arthur glared at the man, his eyes filled with frost. If the man didn’t give him a 

reasonable reason, with his current mood, he would definitely smack him to death. 

“Sir…”the secretary said in panic, “Something big has happened. Everything you said just now has been 

put on the Internet! ! !” 

“What?” 

Arthur’s body stiffened, and his face turned extremely pale. “How is that possible? Didn’t we check that 

there are no surveillance cameras here? The Internet is also a dedicated line…” 

When he said this, he suddenly couldn’t continue. Yes, the other party’s technology was beyond 

dimension. Did the dedicated line internet mean anything to him? 

The faces of the many politicians on the screen turned pale when they heard that. One by one, they 

turned off their screens! 

As he watched his allies go offline one by one, Arthur collapsed to the ground with a face full of 

despair… … 

————– — 

After Arthur’s video was released on the Internet, it once again set off a huge storm. The netizens 

around the world fell into a frenzy. 

[ F * ck, I knew it. Those scaremongering things from a while ago were created by the Troll Army. I didn’t 

expect that it was actually this bastard behind the scenes. F * ck! ] 



“Tricks, tricks, trembling. What kind of lies have we been living in the past?” 

“Hehe, now I’m saying that the media outside has been eating and drinking every day to slander us, da 

Huazhong, right?” 

“What can we do? These trash control the media, and there are some retards down there who believe 

it. Do you believe that when people say that the video is fake, there will still be a bunch of retards who 

believe it?” 

[ haha, Free Speech, what a funny way of saying it! ] 

[ galaxy is awesome, can we find out about those internet trolls as well? Let us see which group of dogs 

are eating this meal? ] 

[ don’t care about these trash, times have changed. They are just a bunch of moths who are unwilling to 

be eliminated. Why do you care about them? Hurry up, hurry up, there’s already a big shot broadcasting 

Galaxy Life Live. ] 

[ oh? Really? Where? Share a link, Brother. ] 

Under the suppression of technology, these little tricks of public opinion were instantly reduced to 

ashes. On the other side, after the city lords learned of all this, they all laughed coldly. 

Especially Elizabeth. She had never thought that Arthur, whom she had once regarded as the number 

one enemy, would actually want to rely on the water army to turn the situation around. 

Had she thought too highly of him? 

Chapter 929: Nie Xiaoying’s daily live broadcast (I) 

Many people said that the memory of netizens was limited, but in fact, it was true. After the Arthur 

incident was exposed, other than the group of people who were filled with righteous indignation at the 

beginning, it took less than half a day, everyone’s attention was attracted by the content of Xing Hai’s 

live broadcast of their lives. 

It had to be said that Elizabeth’s contempt for Arthur was very reasonable. Facing such a level of power, 

she actually wanted to use public opinion to decide the outcome. She was really a brain… 

However, this public opinion incident was still somewhat useful. In many people’s eyes, at least it 

allowed galaxy to open up a live broadcast network. On this aspect, it allowed the citizens who wanted 

to understand that side to be satisfied, it also allowed those citizens who were stuck in the boring work 

phase to have a vent. 

The way I pretend to be happy soon became lively. 

——– — 

 

The first day announced live broadcast of not many, resulting in everyone to watch a lot of wandering, 

nie xiaoying is one of them, at this time she is excitedly sharing his life. 



“Hello Everyone, I’m Nie xiaoying, the one who posted against the American reporters. I originally 

wanted to post about the basic living conditions of the first city the next day, but I didn’t expect to run 

into the matter of the transmission channel being cut off, which made me quite depressed. But now, if I 

can directly start a live broadcast, it’s obviously more convincing than my post, right?” 

“Wow, it’s finally here. Big Brother, hurry up and introduce us. The flowers that I’ve been waiting for 

have all withered.” 

“That’s right, that’s right. Everyone says that our first city’s environment is the worst. Is that true? Big 

Brother, I’m feeling very relieved.” 

Facing the question, nie xiaoying smiled and replied, “As I said before, our first city’s environment is 

indeed a little bad, but the private facilities aren’t as bad as you think. First, let me show everyone my 

living environment. This is my room…”. “…” 

Nie xiaoying took the filming period and carefully walked around her room, then she continued, “I 

studied decoration design in the past. After calculating the area, our Leica Elves’rooms are about thirty 

square meters, which includes the kitchen and bathroom, a two-and-a-half-meter bed, a desk, and 

electronic devices that can be connected to intelligence. The rooms are divided according to race. The 

Demon Spirit’s room is a little larger, about forty square meters. The bed is also a very exaggerated five-

meter bed. Later, I can go to that area and show you around.” 

[ it looks pretty good, it’s quite exquisite! ] 

[ yeah, it’s much better than the apartment I’m renting now. F * ck, the apartment I’m renting now is so 

shabby, and the landlord actually has the nerve to label it as well-decorated. Isn’t it a little too exquisite? 

]? Why didn’t he label it as luxurious? These people nowadays aren’t sincere at all. If it weren’t for the 

fact that it’s close to the subway, I wouldn’t even bother to look at this kind of Doghouse. ] 

[ speaking of which, isn’t this free? F * ck, if it’s free, why do you need a bicycle? ] 

“It’s free!”Nie xiaoying smiled and said, “Let’s talk about the situation in my room first. The Leica Elves 

are around two meters in size. This place is only two and a half meters tall, so there’s no sense of 

oppression. The softness of the bed is very average. Friends who are used to sleeping with XI Mengsi 

might not be used to it. Then, let’s focus on this electronic equipment. This set of equipment is a little 

like the latest out-of-storage virtual equipment of the d-ball Federation…”. As Nie xiaoying spoke, she 

pressed a transparent button on the desk, with a crisp ding-dong sound, an extremely sci-fi Virtual 

Console appeared on the previously empty desk. It looked extremely technologically advanced. 

[ F * ck, what is this? A hyperspace computer? ] 

[ so cool, can those lights be touched? It feels even more cool than a virtual machine! ] 

NIE xiaoying: “This is similar to the operation of a virtual cabin, but it’s more convenient. There are many 

functions in it. First of all, it can detect your physical condition. It can measure the minute changes in 

your body’s attributes very clearly, including which parts of your body have lost fat, which parts have 

increased muscle mass, and the minute changes have a very detailed analysis of the changes in your 

body’s attributes. Of course, it also includes the measurement of mental strength. The functions are 



very useful, but they are rarely used by US Leica elves, because we can mostly keep it the same without 

a mentor…”. “…” 

“Of course, there are also functions to store knowledge nodes, database search, experimental 

simulation, and so on. However, these functions are useless to players like us. Only upper-class people 

can afford to use them…”. “…”. Cough, cough. The upper-class people in our first city naturally refer to 

those Germanic people who rely on their brains to make a living. Haha… “…”. “…” 

[ F * ck, upper-class, upper-class, society! ] 

“In the end, this electronic device also has a game function, which can let you relax in your spare time, 

but in fact, very few people use this function. The working atmosphere in the first city is very lively. 

Almost everyone leaves early and returns late, and they don’t sleep for more than four hours every day. 

Besides the upper-class people, very few people would be idle here playing games. Moreover, even the 

Germanic people are not willing to waste their time on games. They spend a lot of time every day 

absorbing strange knowledge, or using the equipment laboratory to do all kinds of virtual experiments.” 

“It’s the same for us coolies. We’re not forced. On the contrary, due to the lack of equipment, many 

times we have to apply in advance if we want to work. In other words, you might not be able to sell even 

if you want to work hard…” 

Nie xiaoying took the camera and walked out of the room, all the way to the ground floor. 

“There’s only one dormitory now. As far as I know, there’s a total of 400 floors, and there’s only 120,000 

construction sites. In other words, before the next dormitory is completed, the city won’t admit new 

people… “…”. So, everyone, hurry up and fill in the blanks. Those who haven’t chosen their race, hurry 

up and choose. I’ve heard that the city currently doesn’t have the money to build another building… “…” 

“Wow, looks like at least the living environment is pretty good. That old witch from America only knows 

how to pick a few flaws to talk about. As expected, she doesn’t dare to believe him!” 

[ boss, are you saying that this building won’t be hiring for the time being when it’s filled with people 

from the first city? D * mn, how long will those who haven’t been accepted in the first place have to 

wait? ! ] 

[ from what you said, it looks like I have to hurry up and submit my racial intentions. Do you have any 

suggestions, Boss? ]? [ what race would have a higher chance of being accepted? ]? [ I actually wanted 

to choose the Leica Elves, but boss just made the Leica Elves look so miserable… ]. … ] 

Nie xiaoying immediately stuck out her tongue and smiled when she saw the comments. “Actually, Leica 

Elves aren’t so miserable anymore. It’s just that the temporary job pay isn’t as much as that group of 

brick-carrying tough guys. It’s also because of our bodies. Our bodies aren’t suitable for that kind of 

heavy work, but the pay for light work isn’t low either. Just like my current job as a Beast Tamer, as long 

as I’m skilled, the pay I’ll get in the future won’t be any worse than brick-carrying.” 

“As for how to choose the race, this topic is a bit complicated. How about this, I will now take you to 

visit the training base. Through the training of the various races, I will introduce you to the overall 

situation. How is it?” 



“Okay, okay, boss. Hurry up. We have long wanted to know what the training base looks like. Previously, 

Galaxy only had screenshots. I feel that the equipment inside is very technological!” 

“That’s right. What is this kind of advanced genetic body training like? I heard that physical training also 

teaches how to fight against modern weapons. Is that true? Boss, can you let us see it for ourselves?” 

“Also, boss, didn’t you say that you’re a Beast Tamer? How do you train with your profession?” 

Chapter 930: Nie Xiaoying’s live broadcast (Part 2) 

“Hurry, Hurry, someone in the first city is starting a live broadcast. Hurry up and get online, brother…”in 

a university dormitory, a tall man hurriedly shouted as soon as he entered the door. 

“F * CK, is this for real?”The two people who were playing computer in the dormitory immediately 

logged out of the game. 

“Who started the livestream? Don’t try to fool me. I’ve played more than 70 games, and this one is the 

only one that hasn’t banned Yasuo. If I don’t watch the livestream later, I’ll give you a real-life EQ Flash!” 

“Eh? It’s really a livestream…” 

“Damn, really? Who’s the person doing the livestream? Could it be that the first city’s officials found a 

Shill?” 

 

“Don’t talk nonsense, that’s not a support!”The tall man who had just entered the dormitory 

immediately frowned. 

“How do you know?”A few smart people beside him immediately started. “Let me tell you, these 

politicians have very deep tricks. If young people don’t learn to think independently, they will be easily 

tricked…” 

“That’s my sister…” 

“What’s wrong with your sister? Is it impossible for your sister to be a support? Your sister might have 

been… SSS… Your Sister? F * CK, are you for Real?” 

“Kid, you can do it. You didn’t even tell me you had such a beautiful sister. I think we need to take our 

relationship to the next level. You need a brother-in-law…” 

“Get lost…” 

—— — 

In the video, Nie Xiaoying was excitedly introducing the training center… … 

“Now, let’s take a look at the training centers in our first city. There are four training centers in our first 

city. They are the physical fitness training center, the Warrior Training Center, the multifunctional 

training center, and the meditation training center… “…” 

“These four centers are open to the public. Of course… They are all for a fee. Let’s take a look at them 

one by one…”Nie xiaoying said as she entered the largest building of the four training centers. 



“We are now at the physical fitness training center. This place mainly provides basic physical fitness 

training for the genetic bodies. It is divided into seven levels. Due to the space folding technology, I 

don’t know if there is any floor area. However, according to my experience and understanding after 

many days of observation, the total area is not smaller than a county town 

“The first and second levels are the public training floors. They mainly focus on light sports and warm-up 

exercises. The equipment is also relatively ordinary, including the five-weft simulated treadmill and all-

muscle stretcher. The Mai clan trains the most here. Many people may ask why the Mai clan is not a 

spirit clan?”? “Why do they also train physical fitness?” 

“How do I put this? Evolution has always been a comprehensive thing. It is just that the emphasis is 

different. Just like in a game, you choose a warrior and a mage to level up respectively. The higher the 

level of the warrior, the higher the strength and vitality attributes of the mage. However, it does not 

mean that the mage’s body and strength did not increase at all when they reached the advanced level, 

right? “Think about it. If the body is not strong enough, how can it bear such a strong spiritual power?” 

“Of course, there is also an extreme faction of the Marin clan. It is to transplant hex organs to complete 

the mechanization of the body. This way, we do not have to waste time on physical training. However, 

this faction is somewhat anti-human. Currently, according to what I know, out of the 5,000 or so 

Germans that have settled in, less than 30 have chosen this faction.” 

[ wow, the legendary glorious evolution? I like it, but unfortunately… I’m not a German, so I can’t enter 

the upper-class society. I’ll just choose the Green Titan honestly. ] 

[ speaking of which, there are so many elven ladies with good figures in this gym. Uploader, can you 

zoom in closer so that we can admire them? ] 

[ exactly, exactly… Wow, that demon spirit brother is so handsome. His muscles, muscles, and bones are 

too manly. I suddenly feel that this race is more handsome than the Green Titan. Young Lady, can you 

help us interview one? ] 

Nie xiaoying looked at the comments that exploded in the comments section, she giggled and said, “If 

you want to see your figure, I’ll shoot a single episode with you guys one day. You Can’t go near those 

people who are warming up in the gym, especially the demon spirit. Most of these guys walk the path of 

a berserker. After warming up, their desire to attack is very strong. This beauty has such a good figure. If 

you get close to them, it’s very likely to stimulate their desire to attack. If you look carefully, you’ll find 

that in fact, every physical training room is separated by high-intensity crystals to avoid conflict… “…” 

[ Nari More… ] 

[ miss, have you ever been attacked? What kind of experience? hehehe… ] 

Nie xiaoying rolled her eyes at the livestream and continued to walk upstairs, as she walked, she said, 

“The second and third floors are molding rooms. They will be specially molded according to the 

characteristics of the race, physique, and occupation. For example, those who walk the Berserker Path 

will need to strengthen their skeleton strength and five organs, which will be used to bear the load of 

Berserker Blood. There will also be a special qi and blood training room. Weapon Warriors will need to 

train their finger bones and body pink muscles to mediate coordination, and so on. These training must 

be conducted under the guidance of a mentor. Otherwise, it will not be open to you. Currently, the Leica 



Elves do not have a specialized body sculpting mentor. I heard that the castellan has already recruited a 

few, but they have yet to take up their duties for the time being. Therefore, only the third floor of the 

molding room is open for warrior sculpting, and the second floor of the agility molding area is actually 

empty at the moment.” 

Just like that, Nie xiaoying held the camera and showed all the training rooms. After the demonstration, 

it was almost night time. However, the number of people watching the live broadcast only increased, 

and it was clear that the retention rate was extremely high. 

Nie xiaoying watched the life of the live broadcast increase, and she was quite happy in her heart. After 

returning to the dormitory, she began to give her final career advice. 

“Now, let’s talk about the race career path that everyone is most concerned about. Since I have never 

been to the New Territories, I don’t know which career will be more popular in the future. Here, I’ll just 

talk about the race career cost-effectiveness ratio with everyone purely based on cost.” 

“Wow, has it finally come to this? I’ve been waiting for so long that even the flowers have withered.” 

“By the way, what does cost mean? are the costs of different occupations very different?” 

[ same question. If the cost is high, please try to explain it in more detail. I’m going to submit my race 

intention tomorrow! ] 

Nie xiaoying immediately replied when she saw the question, “The so-called cost is varied. I have 

roughly divided the cost of food, clothing, transportation, and training into two major directions. First, 

let’s talk about the Mayin clan, which has the lowest cost. As the only spirit class in the first city, the 

Mayin clan has the lowest cost. Because the physical training intensity is low, the energy consumption is 

not high. Moreover, they don’t spend money on molding training and specialized training. Every month, 

they only need to spend a small amount of money to go to the meditation training room for spiritual 

meditation training. Among the four major laboratories, the spiritual meditation training room charges 

the lowest.” 

“It’s not that the first city is biased. It’s just that the cost of the spiritual meditation training room is 

indeed not high. The fees of the other major cities are also very cheap. You have to know that in the 

other cities, our Huazhong players mainly walk the spiritual path.” 

“Of course, this race has little to do with us, so let’s not talk about it anymore. Let’s talk about the Green 

Titan that everyone cares about the most. The percentage of US Huazhong people choosing the Green 

Titan in the first city is very high. This is mainly because of the Green Titan’s impressive appearance and 

superior temperament. It’s also because of the other major strength-type gene in the first city, the 

demon spirit. Most of the people chosen are of African descent. Many Huazhong players don’t want to 

choose the same race as the old black men!” 

“In my opinion, there’s no need for that. It’s better for everyone to choose their race based on their 

preferences.” 

“The so-called class is the warrior class route that suits the race. For example, Leica Elves are suitable for 

Rangers, assassins, swordsmen, and other light jobs. The same goes for the Green Titan and the magic 

spirit. Both have different routes. Although the Green Titan is as strong as the magic spirit, its body is 



relatively smaller than the magic spirit. Moreover, its muscle ratio is also mostly pink. In terms of overall 

coordination and power utilization, it is stronger than the magic spirit. Therefore, the Green Titan is 

more suitable for weapon warriors who are more skilled.” 

About the cost: 

“Next, I’ll talk about the cost of weapons and berserkers. I’ll analyze it based on the cost of food, 

clothing, shelter, and training just now. First, I’ll talk about clothing, food, shelter, and transportation. 

For weapons, you have to buy two sets of high-quality leather armor with high air permeability and high 

flexibility, including two pairs of underwear with good flexibility. If you can’t afford them, you can only 

train naked. I’m sorry to tell you that all the individual training rooms are transparent. If you don’t want 

your eagle to swing around in public, you’d better buy one. As for ordinary clothes? “I’m sorry, but it 

won’t be able to withstand the intensity of training 

“However, in this aspect, a weapon warrior is better than a berserker. During training, a Berserker’s 

muscles will expand greatly, and the requirements for the elasticity of clothing will be higher. The price 

will also be more than several times more expensive.” 

As for food: 

“As for food, a Berserker’s need for quantity is greater. Because the amount of blood and Qi consumed 

every day is greater, it requires a large amount of food to replenish. This is very much a hindrance to 

your training process. This is because when the instructor carries out the next step of training for you, 

he will first determine whether you have the funds to provide the corresponding diet. If you can’t afford 

it, then you can only maintain the intensity of training at the current stage, even if your body is no 

longer affected by this intensity… “…” 

“Although weapon warriors don’t eat a lot, they have higher requirements for the quality of their food. 

To ensure the training and growth of their pink muscles, they need to eat the parts of the meat that are 

small in fat but high in tendons. Therefore, the cost of eating weapons is not lower than that of 

berserkers. In fact, it is even more expensive!” 

In terms of weapon usage: 

In this aspect, the cost of weapon warriors was even higher. Every weapon warrior who wanted to train 

their specialization would have to buy at least one high-quality specialization weapon. Moreover, it was 

a pity to tell you that these weapons were very worn out during training, the first city had only been 

open for a month, and there were already weapon and warrior who had worn out more than two 

weapons. As a result, they owed the training center at least 1,000 points. 

Course cost: 

In the course cost, the cost of weapons and warriors’courses was also higher. Because in order to test 

weapons on the battlefield, weapon and Warrior’s utilization rate in the multi-purpose training room 

was much higher than that of berserkers. I asked someone to calculate it separately, the tuition fee for 

the weapon warriors in the course was almost double that for the berserkers. If it was for the noble 

courses that trained in gun techniques and ink knives, which were extremely expensive weapons, then 

I’m sorry, but the tuition fee would be doubled again. 



Therefore, based on the above considerations, the cost of choosing the Green Titan was actually much 

higher than that of the demon spirits. Moreover, in order to encourage the unique races of the city, the 

first city had a preferential subsidy for the demon spirits. The demon spirits would have some special 

subsidies every month, this was something that the Green Titan couldn’t enjoy, so I once again 

reminded: students who want to choose the Green Titan must be careful! 

In my opinion, as the top players of the first-tier sequence, we central China players would be very 

outstanding in choosing any race. We don’t need to deliberately distinguish ourselves from the black 

brothers. Everyone can choose according to their level of interest. We could choose our occupation 

based on our interest. If we really liked the Green Titan, we could try to persevere. However, if we 

weren’t extremely interested, or if we wanted to distinguish ourselves from the black brothers, I felt 

that there was really no need… 

Alright, I’ll stop here with regards to the warrior system. Next, let’s talk about the ELF system: 

———- — 

[ wow, so that’s how it is. I’ve learned it. Thank you, seniors, for filling in the holes. We will definitely 

learn from your lessons… ] 

[ F * ck, I thought that the cost of berserkers was higher. So it’s the other way around? So weapon 

battles are the noble warriors? ] 

[ yeah, but the Green Titan is the symbol of US Huazhong players. I also like its style better. The demon 

spirit still gives me the feeling that it’s too bloated. ] 

[ that’s right. How can I, a Huazhong player, be mixed up with those old gangsters for the sake of a mere 

cost? I Won’t compromise. HMM? Double the cost? Then it’s better to compromise. You Can’t go 

against money, right? ] 

[ I think so. Why choose a disadvantaged race? ]? Cities encouraged special races, so let’s choose a 

special race. Anyway, our qualifications are higher, so it’s still advantageous to choose the same race. 

Speaking of which, what’s wrong with choosing a race with black people? Are you discriminating against 

them? ] 

Following the discussion, more and more netizens began to pour into this live broadcast room… . . 


